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1. Introduction
Yukon Energy Corporation (YEC) is currently leading the development of a Yukon‐wide Demand Side
Management (DSM) Plan with the aim of prioritizing energy conservation as a resource. As part of this
development process YEC is conducting pilot projects to test the applicability of various program
components.
From September 2010 to May 2011, Yukon Energy, in partnership with the Energy Solutions Centre
conducted a pilot project to test light‐emitting diode (LED) streetlight technology in Dawson City. This
pilot project was designed to test the performance of LED technology throughout a Yukon winter and to
gauge public acceptance of the lights.
A similar pilot was conducted in Whitehorse by Yukon Electrical Company Ltd (YECL), with financial
support from Yukon Energy and the Energy Solutions Centre. Four types of lights from different
manufacturers (RUUD Lighting, General Electric, Focus Lighting, and LED Roadway) were tested in this
pilot. Findings from this pilot can be found in a separate report from YECL.

2. Methodology
Given the small number of streetlights being tested in Dawson City, it was decided that one brand of LED
streetlight would be installed. Lights from RUUD Lighting were selected because it was the brand chosen
in several Alaskan communities based on significant testing in Anchorage, Alaska several years ago. The
lights were a 40 LED model with three lighting settings, allowing for more flexibility if the lights were
found to be too bright or too dark during the pilot. The technical specifications on the chosen RUUD
lights can be found in Appendix A. Due to concerns about light pollution, back light shields were installed
to reduce glare into buildings behind the streetlights.
In consultation with the Municipal government in Dawson City and YEC operations staff, 6 LED lights
were installed along Second Avenue between Albert Street and York Street. Locations can be seen in
Appendix B.
Two dataloggers, measuring energy consumption, were installed on one of the LED lights and on one of
the existing high pressure sodium (HPS) lights to collect comparative data on energy usage. Light meter
readings, measuring the lumen output (brightness of the lights), were also taken periodically throughout
the project test period.
Public involvement in the project included signage on the LED light standards, an initial newsletter
describing the project and postings on the Yukon Energy website and blog. An interim household
newsletter was sent out with a public opinion survey by mail to all Dawson addresses in early February.
Postage paid return envelopes and one prize of a set of LED flood lights were provided as incentives to
complete the survey. A discussion of the survey results can be found in section 3.3 of this report and the
results of the survey can be found in Appendix C.

3. Results
3.1

Lumen Output

Light meter readings, measuring lumen output (brightness), of the lights were conducted periodically to
ensure that the lights provided lighting levels that were appropriate. Meter readings were taken at a set
distance of 5 m from each of the 6 LED test lights and the HPS light with a handheld light meter. The
results of this monitoring can be found in Appendix D. The light meter readings were consistent
throughout the test period and lumen output did not diminish during cold temperature periods or
intense ice fog.

3.2

Energy Usage

An important component of the LED pilot project was to measure the energy usage of the LED lights in
comparison with the existing HPS lights. The monitoring of energy usage for both street light types over
an extended period of time enabled the quantification of potential annual energy savings.
Dataloggers were installed in October 2010 on one LED and one HPS street light. Each logger recorded
outside air temperature, voltage and current data at 2‐minute intervals. A strong linear relationship
between the power drawn by the light fixture and the outside air temperature was derived from the
data collected. More precisely, the data show a 87% and 96% correlation between both variables for
HPS and LED lights, respectively. The data indicate that the power drawn by the street lights decreases
as outside air temperature decreases. This observation was later confirmed by the lighting consultant
Prolux (John Campbell, pers. comm.).
Because the data collection period lasted eight months, the linear relationship defined from the
monitoring data was used to generate an energy usage profile over the entire period (June 2010 to May
2011). The calculated energy use profile is in close agreement with the monitoring data and is therefore
deemed adequate for further analyses. The calculated energy usage profile of the LED light as compared
to the HPS light and the resulting energy savings are presented on Figure 1 below.
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FIGURE 1. ESTIMATED ENERGY USAGE BY HPS AND LED FIXTURES – JUNE 2010 TO MAY 2011

The annual energy usage for the HPS fixture is estimated at 415.7 kWh/light (106 W). In comparison, the
energy usage by the LED amounted to 149.5 kWh/light (38 W). Thus, the resulting energy savings that
could have been achieved during the assessment period (June 2010 – May 2011) is estimated at
266.2 kWh/light, or 64%.
YEC staff reported that the street lights are not in operation during part of the summer as a result of the
long daylight hours. Because monitoring data indicated they were still in operation in late May, it was
assumed that the lights would not operate from early June to the solstice and for a period of equal
duration after the solstice. The period when the lights are not in use should be confirmed; however it is
interpreted that any incremental energy that would be required over this period is marginal (i.e., less
than 5 kWh) based on outside air temperature and hours of operation data. Any energy use when
streetlights are in operation as a result of extremely cloudy evenings is considered to be minimal and as
such, has no significant effect on overall energy use estimates.
Several null readings were present in the dataset at times when the lights were in operation. This
occurred during periods of extreme low temperatures (i.e. ‐40 oC). These null reading were attributed to
the sensitivity of the amp probe and specifically its inability to accurately measure very low current.

This preliminary data is deemed to be acceptable for the purposes of the economic testing and light
performance analysis. The considerations detailed above should be kept in mind and additional data
collected to increase confidence in the estimated energy savings.

3.3

Public Opinion survey

A survey was given to all Dawson residents and businesses using a bulk mail‐out in early February 2011.
Of the 76 responses, 67 came from residents and 9 came from businesses. 87% of respondents like the
LED lights and felt that they provided the right amount of light. 84% liked the colour of the lights and
89% supported switching from HPS to LED streetlights. There were some concerns about using LED’s
within the downtown core in Dawson due to the designation of Dawson City as a national historic site.
As discussed below, Yukon Energy will work with the Heritage Advisory Committee in Dawson to
manage this concern moving forward.

4. Human and Environmental Considerations
The following human and environmental factors were considered in choosing the type of LED lights for
the pilot:
•
•
•
•
•

Light pollution;
Effects of light on human health;
Effects of light on wildlife health, especially migrating salmon;
Safety; and
Hazardous substances in the bulbs.

Maintaining dark night skies and preventing light pollution is important to many Yukoners. The LED
lights selected are dark sky friendly and approved by the International Dark Sky Association (IDA). It was
observed that there was practically no light pollution visible from the pilot LED lights when looking onto
downtown Dawson from 6th Ave (Pers. Comm. Sheldon Sollosy).
The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA) has published classifications and
guidelines on measuring and rating the backlight, uplight and glow (BUG) from outdoor lights. The IESNA
guidelines also specify the ratings that are appropriate for a specific area. This helps to ensure that
lighting is appropriate for the space and reduces light pollution and nuisance lighting, such as glare into
residential homes. The lights chosen for the pilot have low BUG ratings with a backlight rating of 0, and
an uplight and glare rating of 1 (ratings are done on a scale of 0‐4).
IESNA has also published their position on the potential health effects of outdoor lighting in Light and
Human Health: An Overview of the Impact of Optical Radiation on Visual, Circadian, Neuroendocrine and
Neurobehavioral Responses (TM‐18‐08). TM‐18 indicates that exposure to optical radiation does affect
human physiology and behavior with effects including melatonin suppression, elevated cortisol
production, increased core temperature and by resetting the internal circadian rhythm. The positions of

the IESNA is that typical exposure to exterior lighting after sunset has not been shown to lead to cancer
or other life threatening conditions. The IESNA also believes that more research into the effects needs to
be completed and a better understanding of the effects of exterior lighting on health brought forward.
To help reduce any potential impact exterior lighting could have on human health, reduction light
pollution and light glare into homes has been incorporated into the LED lighting design
Although the relationship between light temperature and melatonin is not well understood, it is thought
that the blue colour temperature in light affects melatonin suppression. The light of the LEDs chosen is a
white light, approximating the colour of moonlight, without the blue light spectrum. This is also helpful
to migrating salmon, who navigate by the blue light of stars and could be disorientated by the artificial
lighting of the same colour.
White light is also believed to provide equivalent visual task lighting at a lower luminance that non‐white
light. In the application of outdoor lighting, white light, combined with low glare, is believed to lead to
better pedestrian and driver safety.
The Directive on the restriction of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment,
commonly referred to as the Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive (RoHS) was adopted by the
European Union in February of 2003. This directive restricts the use of six hazardous substances in
electrical equipment, including light bulbs. This directive has not been adopted in North America,
however companies which meet the requirements under the directive can label their products as such.
RUUD street lighting is labeled as RoHS compliant.

5. Conclusions
The LED streetlight Pilot in Dawson showed a potential energy savings of 266.2kWh/ light or 64% over
the existing HPS lights. The cost of replacing HPS lights with LED lights is reasonable in a variety of
scenarios, all of which have passed the standard DSM economic tests despite higher initial capital costs.
The lights performed well in Yukon conditions, appearing to become more efficient during periods of
extreme cold.
It is recommended to persue LED streetlighting in the Yukon by proceeding with a follow‐up pilot to
choose the specific light to be used and developing the information needed to create a LED streetlight
specific regulatory schedule. While the LED lights are suitable for residential setting, YEC should
continue to keep appraised of efficient technologies that could compete with LEDs or be applicable to
highway lighting.

APPENDICES
Appendix A: RUUD Beta B LED Technical Information

LEDway® Streetlight 40-60 LEDs – Type III Medium
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4300K Color Temperature5
0–10V Dimming (525mA maximum)6,7
700mA Drive Current8
0–10V Dimming (700mA maximum)6,7
Fuse9,10
Hi/Low (175/350/525, dual circuit input)11
350mA Drive Current12
Door Safety Tether13
Power Door14,15
No Quick Disconnect Harness or Leveling Bubble16
NEMA Photocell Receptacle17

Click here for Utility option.
For additional options, see IP66 spec sheet.

Footnotes
1. Horizontal tenon mount
2. IESNA Type III Medium distribution
3. IESNA Type III Medium distribution with backlight control
4. Light engine portion of extrusion is not painted and will remain
natural aluminum regardless of color selection
5. Color temperature per fixture; minimum 70 CRI
6. Control by others
7. Refer to dimming spec sheet for availability and additional
information

8. Driver operates at 700mA instead of the standard 525mA
providing a higher lumen output and a shorter life
9. Not available with G option when V voltage is selected
10. When code dictates fusing use time delay fuse
11. Refer to multi level spec sheet for availability and additional
information
12. Driver operates at 350mA instead of the standard 525mA providing
a lower lumen output and a longer life

13. Stainless steel aircraft cable
14. All connections between door and fixture are shipped unconnected
from the factory; door release spring included to open door
automatically when the latches are released
15. Hinge retaining clips not included as part of this option
16. Standard product features unless N option is specified; door clips
not included
17. Not available with G option
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*** For more information on the IES BUG (Backlight-Uplight-Glare) Rating
visit www.iesna.org/PDF/Erratas/TM-15-07BugRatingsAddendum.pdf
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LEDway® Streetlight 40-60 LEDs – Type III Medium

X-SL-20-30

Rev. Date: 04/15/10

General Description

Finish

Fixture housing is all aluminum construction. Standard fixture utilizes terminal block for
power input suitable for #2–#14 AWG wire and operates at 525mA. Drive current is field
switchable on 40, 50 and 60 LED units (50 & 60 LED units require two drivers). Fixture is
designed to mount on 1.25" IP (1.675" O.D.) and/or 2" IP (2.375" O.D.) horizontal tenon and
is adjustable +/- 5º to allow for fixture leveling (includes leveling bubble to aid in this
process). Fixture carries a limited five year warranty.

Exclusive Colorfast DeltaGuard® finish features an E-Coat epoxy primer with an ultradurable silver powder topcoat, providing excellent resistance to corrosion, ultraviolet
degradation and abrasion. Bronze, black, white and platinum bronze powder topcoats are
also available. The finish is covered by our 10 year limited warranty.
Fixture and finish are endurance tested to withstand 5,000 hours of elevated ambient salt
fog conditions as defined in ASTM Standard B 117.

Electrical
Testing & Compliance

Modular design accommodates varied lighting output from high power, white, 6000K
(+/- 500K per full fixture), minimum 70 CRI, long life LED sources. 120–277V 50/60 Hz,
Class 1 LED drivers are standard. 347–480V 50/60 Hz option is available. LED drivers have
power factor >90% and THD <20% at full load. Units provided with integral 9kV surge
suppression protection standard. Quick disconnect harness suitable for mate and break
under load provided on power feed to driver for ease of maintenance. Surge protection
tested in accordance with IEEE C62.41.2 and ANSI standard 62.41.2.

UL listed in the U.S. and Canada for wet locations. Consult factory for CE Certified
products. RoHS compliant. Meets CALTrans 611 Vibration Testing and GR-63-CORE
Section 4.4.1/5.4.2 Earthquake Zone 4. International Dark-Sky Association approved.

Patents
U.S. and international patents granted and pending. BetaLED is a division of Ruud Lighting,
Inc. For a listing of Ruud Lighting, Inc. patents, visit www.uspto.gov.

Field-Installed Accessories
Bird Spikes Kit for Housing
XA-BRDSPKHSG

Bird Spikes for Light Engine
XA-BRDSPK60
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Appendix B: Dawson Pilot LED Streetlight Layout
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Appendix C: Public Survey Methodology, Questionnaire and Results

Survey Methodology
Target Respondents:
All residents, businesses and organizations in Dawson City (or vicinity) who are
customers of Yukon Energy. Includes residents across the river and out to Henderson
Corner. (Response rate = # of responses /total # of Dawson City customers). Renters
would not be captured in this survey (identified survey gap).
Timing:
Pre mail out announcement in Dawson newspaper (Klondike Sun) and posted on City of
Dawson website to be updated as a reminder notice mid February, 2011. A midterm
survey will be mailed out before February 1, 2011. Responses are to be postmarked no
later than February 28, 2011.
Method:
Mail out was chosen because it requires less preparation time and less expertise in
survey design. Mailed surveys provide anonymity to respondents and allow YEC to
sample a larger, more comprehensive group of customers. This survey method requires
fewer, less complex questions (without “skip patterns”) but necessitates a longer data
collection period.
Incentives:
Incentives have proven to improve response rates to mail in surveys by at least 20%.
Pre: A pre‐stamped return envelope will be provided with each survey.
Post: A separate sheet for people to write their name/ address/ phone number
on will also be included for those who wish to be entered into a draw for 2
outdoor LED flood lights (Value approx. $110.00)
Response Mechanism:
Anonymous survey responses can be dropped off at YEC office in Dawson or mailed to
YEC office in Whitehorse via prepaid envelope. Customer Service reps to encourage
customers to participate in the survey when speaking to customers.
Evaluation of responses:
Percentage responses to each question based on entire data set, and further divided by
self‐ identified subset from question 1. Statistical assessment must not violate
confidentiality of respondents.
Communication of results:
Survey results to be communicated to customers via future mail out (could be part of
final data analysis mail out). Results also posted on YEC web site and provided to ESC as
per contribution agreement.

Survey Questionnaire

Survey Results – Business and Residential

Appendix D: Lumen Monitoring Datasheet and Results

Light Meter Readings Template
LED Pilot Project – Dawson City – Light Meter Readings and General Observations
Fax to Krista (867) 393-5401
Date: _____________

Time: ________________

Recorded by: _____________________

Reason for Check: ____ Monthly

____Ice Fog

Light Meter Readings
Light 1 (PP121) _________ directly below
_________ 5 meters in front
_________ 5 meters behind (if possible)
_________ 5 meters to the left (if pole is behind you)
_________ 5 meters to the right (if pole is behind you)

Light 2 (PP119) _________ directly below
_________ 5 meters in front
_________ 5 meters behind (if possible)
_________ 5 meters to the left (if pole is behind you)
_________ 5 meters to the right (if pole is behind you)

Light 3 (PP117) _________ directly below
_________ 5 meters in front
_________ 5 meters behind (if possible)
_________ 5 meters to the left (if pole is behind you)
_________ 5 meters to the right (if pole is behind you)

_____Below -40C

Light 4 (PP115) _________ directly below
_________ 5 meters in front
_________ 5 meters behind (if possible)
_________ 5 meters to the left (if pole is behind you)
_________ 5 meters to the right (if pole is behind you)

Light 5 (PP145A)_________ directly below
_________ 5 meters in front
_________ 5 meters behind (if possible)
_________ 5 meters to the left (if pole is behind you)
_________ 5 meters to the right (if pole is behind you)

Light 6 (PP148A)_________ directly below
_________ 5 meters in front
_________ 5 meters behind (if possible)
_________ 5 meters to the left (if pole is behind you)
_________ 5 meters to the right (if pole is behind you)

HPS (PP_____) _________ directly below
_________ 5 meters in front
_________ 5 meters behind (if possible)
_________ 5 meters to the left (if pole is behind you)
_________ 5 meters to the right (if pole is behind you)

Are there issues with snow loading / icing on the lamp head? ___Yes

____ No

If yes, what is the issue and what needs to be done to fix it?
__________________________________________________________________

Are birds an issue? (Do we need bird spikes?)

_____Yes

______No

Other General Observations (eg. is it snowing?):
___________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Light Meter Readings Data (LED vs. HPS)

Appendix E: Public Advertising and Newsletters

how can I get involved?

We want to know what you think of these lights by participating in a survey
that will be mailed to all Dawson City customers in February. We also
welcome your comments on our public blog or by email (see addresses
below). Results of the pilot project will be sent to Dawson residents and will
be posted on our website and blog in the late spring/early summer of 2011.

want to know more?
1-866-926-3749 or 867-393-5333
communications@yukonenergy.ca
yukonenergy.ca | blog.yukonenergy.ca

how’s our lighting?

In partnership with

your needs power what we do
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It’s Yukon Energy’s job to provide Yukoners with enough

what’s an LED?

possible sources of clean energy so we don’t have to

LED stands for Light Emitting Diode, a kind of light source that’s different
from a traditional light bulb. When used in streetlights, they require at least
50 percent less energy than regular streetlights and have a longer life span.
They are starting to be used in many cities around the world including
places in Alaska and British Columbia.

burn any more diesel than necessary. We also know

pilot project details

clean, affordable and reliable electricity to keep the
lights on and businesses thriving. We are looking at all

that the energy we have is precious. That’s why we
are developing an energy conservation (demand side
management) program. An LED pilot project in Dawson
City will be one part of the program.

The LED lights will fit on the existing streetlight poles but will have a flatter shape than
the High Pressure Sodium lights we are now using.

YEN10196_DC_LED-bro-spreads-wrk3.indd 3-4

Yukon Energy will install six LED streetlights in Dawson City this month.
They will be going up on Second Avenue between Albert and York streets
(behind the City of Dawson offices & Firefighters’ Museum).
During this pilot project, which will run from October to May 2011, we will
monitor the lights for cold weather performance and energy use. We’re
asking people in Dawson to give us their opinions on these lights. If they
work out well, we will look at replacing all our streetlights in Dawson, Faro
and Mayo.

The LED lights are compliant with Dark Sky standards, and will be installed with back
light shields to reduce light pollution. This photo shows the reduction in light pollution
from the LED lights compared to the standard HPS lights.

10-10-01 11:02 AM
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how’s our
lighting?
LED* streetlights use at least 50 percent
less energy than regular streetlights. They
are being used in a number of places
including BC, Alaska and now—the Yukon!
Yukon Energy will be installing six LED
streetlights in Dawson City this month as
a pilot project to see how well they work.
You’ll find them on Second Avenue
between Albert and York streets.
In February, we’ll ask people in Dawson for
their opinions. If they work out well, we may
replace all our streetlights in Dawson, Faro
and Mayo.
If you’d like to know more or provide
comments, contact us: 1-866-926-3749 or
867-393-5333
communications@yukonenergy.ca
yukonenergy.ca blog.yukonenergy.ca
* Light Emitting Diode

In partnership with

your needs power what we do

How’s Our Lighting, Dawson?
Update on LED Streetlight Pilot Project

Feb. 2011

Early Results

Photos: www.archbould.com

Over the last couple of months we’ve taken light
meter readings in different weather conditions and
have compared energy consumption information
collected from dataloggers installed on each type of
light. Here is what we’ve learned so far:
•

Light meter readings have shown a consistent
level of light for each of the LED streetlights.
The level meets international standards for
roadway lighting.

•

The LED streetlights are using 70 percent less
energy (on average) than the traditional HPS
streetlight.

•

There have not been any icing or weather
related problems with LED streetlight
performance.

•

Public reaction to the LED lights has been
largely positive.

•

Our results, although preliminary, are
consistent with the results from LED pilot
projects in other parts of Canada and the U.S.

The Details
Last fall, Yukon Energy installed six LED
streetlights in Dawson City. We wanted to find
out how they would perform in extreme winter
conditions compared to the traditional street
lights. Now we’re looking for your feedback. If
you haven’t seen the lights yet, check them
out on Second Avenue between Albert and
York Streets. Then fill out the accompanying
survey and return it to Yukon Energy by Feb.
28, 2011. If you do, you’ll have a chance to
win two LED flood lights.

What Happens Next?
Yukon Energy will continue to monitor the
performance of the LEDs for the rest of the winter.
We’ll prepare a final report on the pilot project this
summer and we will share the results with you.

Want to Know More?
1-866-926-3749 or 867-393-5333
communications@yukonenergy.ca
www.yukonenergy.ca
blog.yukonenergy.ca

Dawson LEDs at –45°C.
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how’s our lighting?
this LED streetlight, part of a pilot project,
uses at least 50 percent less energy than
conventional streetlights.
is this working for you? want to know more?
1-866-926-3749 or 867-393-5333
communications@yukonenergy.ca
yukonenergy.ca | blog.yukonenergy.ca
In partnership with

your needs power what we do

